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By Tim McCormack
to use up the departmental postage allotment, espe- tured more, so I wouldn't have to spend time <levelcially not to return papers to students.
oping classroom activities where students did more
When I went to the security office to obtain a than listen to me. I made $8 more per hour. Though
color-coded validation sticker for my I.D., the officer I compromised my beliefs, I was still poor.
behind the desk asked if I was full time. I said yes
I was not completely honest with three students
and walked away with the pink sticker and full
access to the campus. I used the same lie to get a who were attempting to over-tally into my writing
"vendacard" for the gate on the parking lot nearest class. I told them that the class was limited to 27 and
that the over-tally limit was 32 (the number of stumy building.
dents
in class that day). In fact, the limit was 32 and
On more than one occasion, I kept the key to the
adjunct computer office (one computer for 50 or 60 the over-tally limit was 37. I hope they found anothadjuncts) overnig~t, so I would have access before er class to take.
my morning class the next day, since the English
I accepted a last-minute course and found myself
office was still closed at that hour.
teaching 20th century American Literature though I
I accepted a course in a pilot program that
had not prepared a syllabus or a reading list. The
enrolled remedial students into Freshman
students told me they had not noticed a difference; it
Composition, even though I was clueless about
seemed just like a regular class.
teaching basic writing. Half the class failed.
With this public statement, I hereby apologize to
I canceled classes to hold office hours so I could
staff
members for my thievery and white lies; to my
be paid for my time conferencing with students. It
didn't work, as the conferences took five hours (30 full time colleagues for pretending to be one of you;
students at 10 minutes each), while the class was for to my fellow adjuncts for competing for the scraps
only two hours. After four semesters in a row teach- that the adjunct system forces us to fight over like
ing Freshman Composition at 8 a.m., I told my chair dogs; and to my students for my complicity in a sysI had a schedule conflict, when in fact I didn't. I just tem that gives them less than what they deserve.
couldn't face another winter arriving on campus in
the ghostly dark.
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CCNY. w ere e teac es writing courses for t e
had to go to the student lounge to meet with his stu- my teaching: 452. When I d1v1ded the number of
'
dents.
hours by the salary I made I was appalled: $12 per English Department and the Office of Freshman
I used the faculty-outgoing mailbox to return a hour, The next semester, I dropped my office hours; Year Programs. He will not tell the Advocate
paper to a student, even though I had been told in I started skimming instead of reading all of my stu- whether he will need to confess again at the end of
memo and in person that adjuncts were not allowed dents' papers; I gave fewer assignments; and I lee- the year.
s a CUNY adjunct instructor of writing, literature and journalism for seven years, I feel
the need to confess...
I stole chalk.from other classrooms, and I did not
return what was left. I absconded with a ream of
paper from the English Department office because I
had forgotten to bring my own. I tucked it inside my
bag, which I had emptied out in my office ahead of
time, and so this crime was premeditated.
I used the administrative assistant's phone while
she was on lunch, so that I could call a student in a
516 area code. I used the same phone to call the hospital to see how a sick relative was doing in a Long
Island hospital.
I slipped into the photo copy room at 7 a.m. with
a key that I obtained surreptitiously in order to make
more than my allotted number of copies (25) for my
74 students. In fact, on campuses all over CUNY, I
used departmental copy machines for purposes only
tangentially related to my courses, such as photo
copying articles from educational journals and making copies for a presentation I was giving at a conference. And, I should also say, I copied my tax
forms before mailing them to the IRS.
One semester, I often ended a class five minutes
early, so I could get back to the adjunct office before
my office mate could claim the desk. He taught at
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By Kristin Lawler
his fall promises to be the most explo- Guthrie union lyrics. Speakers like Stanley and when you finally do land that coveted tenuresive time yet for adjunct and graduate Aronowitz, Barbara Bowen, and graduate stu- track job, you may find yourself in the middle of
student power here at CUNY and dent organizers from around the city talked about a trend that has professors teaching heavier loads
beyond. First of all, as many of you the new energy around this movement and the for salaries that have been stagnating for years.
know, the Professional Staff Congress (PSC), importance of music and culture to the labor To think that these conditions are in any way sepCUNY's faculty and staff union, will be collect- movement. There was a strong feeling in the air arable from the quality of your intellectual work
ing a fee equivalent to union dues from the pay- that something big is afoot. It is.
is absurd.
And the Adjunct Project has lots more
checks of all Graduate Teaching Fellows (GTFs)
Only under conditions of decent pay and reaand adjuncts who haven't yet joined the union. planned for the fall. We'll work with the sonable teaching loads, in departments where the
The point of this new policy, of course, is to Strength in Numbers campaign to set up a mass faculty constitute a vibrant professional commuencourage part-timers to join the union that nego- meeting for grad students to meet with PSC reps nity and not a fragmented, burned out bunch of
and voice their own hopes for what we can all teachers, can we hope to do the kind of meaningtiates on our behalf.
The union is, in fact, currently in contract achieve through the union. We 'II also work with ful work that we all envisioned doing when we
negotiations and is demanding pay and benefit other NYC organizers to put on another big event filled out that graduate school application.
parity between part-timers and full-timers. The during Campus Equity Week. And we 'II continThe good news is that the glum scenario
more voting adjunct members there are in the ue to be a clearinghouse for information for all . painted above represents the present for a growunion, the more pressure the Administration feels graduate students. In addition, we're planning a ing majority of the academic workforce, but not
to accede to this demand. The PSC's "Strength lecture series in which we'll bring in thinkers and the future. The future is being crafted by those in
in Numbers" membership drive, begun last writers about the crisis in academia and the academia who've woken up to the real conditions
March, has already more than doubled the previ- movement that's working to turn it around.
The context of our work can never be sepa- that are turning the university into a sweatshop
ous part-timer membership of the union by bringand who are organizing to make it something
ing in 1,000 new members in just a few months. rated from the work itself- if you have to adjunct
much more. A place where we can live a life
And organizers are confident that once the fee during grad school, piecing together a living with
without overwork, where we can explore the
collection begins, thousands of new CUNY part- other random assignments, you probably won't
ideas that turn us on, where we can create and
timers will sign up for a voice, and a vote, in the be able to publish as much as you'd like to before
You finish. If you finish your Ph.D. and take it inspire and do the work, not the \abor, that we
umon.
_
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a full-time, tenure-track J. ob because universities It's all happening, folks, the time is right, but we
and GTF throughout CUNY will receive a packnationwide rely on adJ·uncts to teach over half of have to organize to make it real.
et in their departmental mailbox explaining the
fee change and laying out the importance of undergraduate courses, you may have to adjunct
The Adjunct Project is located in room 5398
union membership. Mass meetings will be held to make a living.
Once you've done that, you've put yourself of the Graduate Center. Give us a call at 817during the fall on every campus so that parttimers have a chance to hear from union reps, ask in.a:-seeond:::tier:.af:aeademia, the stigma of which 7890 and keep your eye out for announcements
people...a.ften find it difficult to escape. And if of upcoming events.
questions, voice their concerns and their hopes,
and most importantly, start talking to one another. And Campus Equity Week, a nationwide
grassroots campaign to raise the profile oT parttimers and our ever-growing movement, will be
held from October 28 to November 3. Here in
The International Monetary Fund (IMF) and World Bank will be
New York, we'll put together a huge citywide
holding their Joint Annual General Meetings in Washington,
event as well as smaller events on each campus.
DC from September 29-30, 2001.
The Adjunct Project of the Doctoral Students
Council has a special position in all of this action.
There's no question that the interests of graduate
We call on activists from CUNY to come to Washington durstudents are often unique within the universe of
ing that week to protest and expose the illegitimacy of the
part-timers, and we have a seminal role to play in
the development of our new union. That's why
institutions and officials who continue to claim the right to
the involvement of graduate students is so crucial
determine the course of the world economy.
now, when the PSC is turning a corner and taking
the unprecedented step of opening up to the
transformation of its entire membership base.
And that's why it's never been more important to
FREE CUNY! Will be organizing buses to DC and housing. For more
get involved with the Adjunct Project.
information, contact: freecuny@yahoo.com
Last May, working with the Woody Guthrie
Archive, we put on a wildly successful rally and
concert in support of the organizing efforts of
FREE CUNY/ is non-hierarchical, cooperative organization of CUNY students, faculty
graduate students and adjuncts throughout the
and staff committed to overcoming corporate globalization (especially the corporatizacity. Over three hundred people packed the
tion of the university) and all forms of oppression. We are part of a growing movement
Proshansky Auditorium to hear seven singerunited in common concern for justice, freedom, peace, and sustainability of all life, and
songwriters and roots rock bands perform songs
in
a commitment to fake direct action to realize radical visionary change.
they'd written to previously unseen Woody
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In July, before Sue left for Florida, we had a brief meeting in the Child Care
Center to discuss some of the items we would continue to work on. She was
uctc1111wcu Lu 1nm :suruuun:s tu mcrcase 1.m:: ouager as wen as to rma an outaoor
play space for the children. Now Sue will never have an opportunity to work on
the child-care issues she cared so deeply about. And the Graduate Center community is poorer because Sue was taken away when she still had so much to
give.

VICE PRESIDENT FOR STUDENT AFFAIRS SUE
LALi\. JJI.t.~ AT ;:)0

By Nassima Rbdelli and Mark Petras

------

r. Sue Rosenberg Zalk, the Graduate Center's Vice President for Student
Affairs, died on Wednesday, July 11, 2001. Zalk, 56, was visiting her
father in Wellington, Florida when she experienced a brain aneurysma rupturing of blood vessels in the brain. She died at the Wellington Regional
Medical Center.
Zalk was a developmental psychologist, a licensed school psychologist and
a psychotherapist. She received a B.A. in Psychology from New York
University and an M.S. in School Psychology and a Ph.D. in Educational
Psychology from Yeshiva University. Frpm 1972 to 1974, she served as Project
Coordinator of a National Institute for Mental Health grant investigating racial
attitudes in 'c:hildren, the perceptual and cognitive components of such attitudes,
and interventions for diminishing racial prejudice. In 1979, Zalk became a faculty member in the Graduate Center's Educational Psychology doctoral program and the Social-Personality Psychology subprogram.
From 1984 to 1993, she worked as Director of the Graduate Center's Center
for the Study of Women and Society. From 1992 to 1995, she served as the
school's first Ombuds Officer. Zalk was named the Graduate Center's Acting
Vice President for Student Affairs in 1995 and appointed to the position permanently in 1998.

D

ZALK WAS ADVOCATE FOR STUDENTS

COMMENTS FROM COLLEAGUES
The following are remarks about Sue Zalk made by some of her former colleagues.

G

raduate Center President Frances Degen Horowitz: "Sue Zalk was a
unique professional because of her expertise, and her effective advocacy efforts - on behalf of students, on behalf of women, on behalf of
social justice."
Florence Howe, former Director of The Feminist Press: "[Sue Zalk] had a
fine sense of humor, as well as a strong commitment to feminist psychology as
a tool with which to reform the profession. She knew how far feminists had
come in the past 30 years and how long was the distance still to equity for
women." (Zalk had served as Secretary of the Board of Directors of The
Feminist Press.)
Pamela Trotman Reid, Director of the University of Michigan's Women's
Studies Program and former Associate Provost and Dean for Academic Affairs
at the Graduate Center: "Sue was a person who approached life with such verve
and intensity that everyone around her felt energized and enriched. She was a
staunch advocate for students, women, disadvantaged people, and her friends."

By Jocelyn Boryczka
s Co-chair for Communications of the Doctoral Students' Council over
the last year, l had the opportunity to work closely with Sue Zalk. Her
death is a tragedy for the students of the Graduate Center whether or not
they had the chance to meet her. I say this because Sue acted as a strong advocate fontudents at all '1evels"1'rom-80th"Stre·eno"'Tn"diVidi'.rat"sttrdenl"'appeaTs.Dtre-1.·
to her conv1ct10n that students deserved as many services as possible, Sue
•
• estabhshmg
. • our Wellness Center and Childcare
•
played a pivotal
role m
Center.
•
• .
•
.
•
The list of her contnbut10ns to student lives 1s much more extensive. Yet, may
·1t su rr.11ce to say t hat S ue z,a lk' s 1mpac
·
t on th e G ra d uate
·
H
·
C enter 1s a permanent one. er strong w1-11 , sense o f compassion,
an d con.
.
. . . .
.
s1stent commitment to students helped to shape this mst1tut10n and make it what
. .
d
·
it is to ay.
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ZALK WORKED HARD FOR CHILD CARE
By Linda Perrotta, Grad Center Director of Child Care
ue was instrumental in the planning and establishment of the Child Care
Center at the Graduate Center. Her continued support and persistence on
every issue led to the development of an exceptional program, which was
a source of great pride for Sue.
At the time of its creation, there were mixed feelings about the need for
child-care services at the Graduate Center. However, due to Sue's concern for
students and strong feminist ideals, she fought for on-site child care. It is not an
exaggeration to say that if it was not for Sue's great passion there might not be
a child care center here today.
When the Child Care Center became incorporated and a board of directors
organized, Sue was selected to serve as chairperson. As chairperson, Sue continued to share her skills, experience, time and en·ergy to strengthen the program. Throughout the year we worked together to tackle the many problems that
arose. I relied on Sue's keen ability to analyze situations and think creativeiy.
For example, we were concerned that the children did not have an opportunity
to play outdoors during the summer months, and ultimately, Sue insisted that I
contract with a school bus company to transport the children to and from the
local park. Our close working relationship resulted in my first-hand knowledge
of Sue's dedication to children and families as well as to the Graduate Center.
The loss of Sue is so great that it will take all who knew her a long time to
come to grips with the full measure of it. She co'mbined within her person an
extraordinary number of qualities and assets that came together and fashioned a
woman of exceptional grace and potency. The brilliance of her intellect shined
even brighter because it was joined to a giving heary:.

S

SUE ROSENBERG ZALK: A SCHOLAR,
MENTOR AND FRIEND

I

By Jennifer Leigh Disney
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d
the Urban Environment go
1 a y. ou I ea e to actua y go to 8 e1J111g an
participate in the proj_cct? After all, l was just the graduate. student assistant. Of
course I would. Sue wouldn't have had it any other way.
Our experience in Beijing was a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity. We faced
many difficulties. But Sue handled everything with ease. It was on this trip that
I was able to see many sides of Sue: dedicated, hard-working, assertive, powerful, conscientious, creative, vivacious, generous, nurturing and fun. I knew then
that Sue would be the kind of mentor that I would keep in touch with throughout my life.
Little did I know I would work with Sue again at the Graduate Center. From
1997 to 2000 I worked with the Doctoral Students Council, and as a result I
worked very closely with Sue. Sue and I tended to see eye to eye on the issues
we dealt with together, but when we didn't, we both treated each other with the
kind of respect that requires thoughtful listening and full consideration of the
other's perspective. In the end, agree or disagree, I knew my opinion had truly
been heard, fairly and respectfully.
The last time I saw Sue, as ever, she was asking me how my writing was
going. She made me feel that she had a vested interest in my success, both personally and professionally. I knew I could call Sue at anytime for advice, to
write me a letter of recommendation for a scholarship, or to read a job cover letter and give me immediate feedback. Sue has been such an intrinsic part of my
experience at the Graduate Center. I was looking forward to hers being one of
the faces I would see at graduation. I never thought it was possible that Sue
would not be there to se~ me receive the degree that she had been so encouraging of since the beginning of my graduate school experience.
l have known Sue in various capacities: as an academic, a Women's Studies
professor, an administrator, a feminist, a mentor and a friend. Sue was equally
committed to her scholarly work and her administrative work, dedicated to pursuing her values and ideals in both her personal and professional life. And, most
of all, she was dedicated to her students. I wiii always remember Sue as the kind
of scholar, and woman, I would like to be.
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I LOVE IT You LOVE l'vlE

Working out a rhythm that's steady,
Nothing fancy, nothing unwieldy ...

By Ferhat Kutlucan_

Aware of how wrong you are So wrong for me indeed,
Yet continues this inescapable longing,
A dragnet ofmy own making!

The music is great,
Adrenaline goes pump in'
Music keeps me movin'
Ready for some fancy groovin' -

I love it you love me
And when you tell me how you feel
I love the way you touch my hands
And hold them cl?se to your heart

No cure is close in sight,
No rescue imminent;
Helplessly sucked in a vortex,
Sinking deeper still. ......... .

And-Ohno!!
Too soon, Too much
With reality I lost touch!
Ain't no Travolta,
Slow down I gotta ...
Fancy's got me stuck Gonna throw the buck!

I love to feel your heartbeat
As my heart beats in tune with yours
Together - we make music
Wonderful harmony we call "Love"
I love being with you all the time
So I cannot stop telling you how much I care

FLYING MACHINES
By Mitchell Cilodek
Here in Manhattan
Hundreds of planes fly over every day
But whenever I see one, I have to watch it
Follow it with my eyes until it vanishes behind
the curtain of skyscrapers.

Whoa there! Cowboy, slow down I say,
Can't keep up - no way!
Gonna go back to slow n' steady No r<;>ckin' until I'm ready!!

And forever I can stay with you
Because my love for you will never depart

You LOVE ME

UNTITLED

By Ferhat Kutlucan

Anonymous Author

Why did I wait so long?

Ii

Of course, I have lived here for years,
And I still look up at the peak of the Empire
State Building
Every day as I walk to work.

Nothing is heavier than an empty heart

I've learned how to ignore the homeless guys,

----4<M:lcGepf!,.y0Hr-l.0¥e-for-me,e,?'!'-.--------l:.:..5l:if"0JiIQ.Aq,t.kno.»wJ.g.bo~~..lJlu.,l..,.J.Ji1,u--..•-•-•---1i.1i.i;b1wg11,1:ug.g..b.a..-,,.-,----------..., -.........,..._ _
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Maybe I was afraid...
Afraid it wasn't for real

One step forward,
And 2 steps back!
A jump, a hop,
A skip, a double-dip!!

Barely discriminating anything in this confu- However much they beg.
sion
I am thirsty for numbness
But no alcohol can quench that thirst
A MANHATTAN RYDROGRAPHY
I am clad in this unbearable and fake lightness
By Mitchell 61odek
But the mask cracks and shrivels
When faced with you
Sometimes you will see urine on the sidewalk,
Poised and caring
The streaks from building wall to curb cliff
Faraway, yet so close
Left by the poor and/or desperate,
Arduously seeking the right distance
Or the glittering mini-puddle, like a shiny stone
Your presence excruciating and your absence Or a dollop of jelly
unthinkable
Left by a rich woman's dog.
I long for consolation
Although my hunger for independence will ulti- Most of the fluid, though
mately conquer
You'll find in the street, clinging to the curb.
I want you in my life
Deposits of rain water,
Simplicity will just h~ve to follow ...
Or, more likely, the spray from a morning hose
before a shop
You'll see coffee there, too, diluting the water,
LOVE HATE RELATIONSHIPS
Or forming independent rich brown VirginiaBy Anonymous Author
shaped pools
And there is the leaked oil and gasoline
Want to hate you,
Making l 9{>0s swirls in the water.
But compelled to love instead ...
Need to assign some blame
Once I saw a Great Lake of milk,
Tuning out all your faults instead ..
Snow white, swallowing the bottom inch of a

My advi~or and I,
Some syncopated turns we try;
Partners in crime,
Dancing in time ...

A ball on a tennis court,
Tossed left to right without any control;
Knowingly becoming your puppet,
Handing over all the strings, power and all ...

But now I have proven
Your love's more than genuine
You meant every word of it,
When you told me that you love me
Even after all my faults
And breaking your heart
You still managed to forgive
And put everything aside
If this is not love
Then I am a fool
For no one has ever shown me love
The way that you do.

THE DISSERTATION DANCE
By Amee Shah

van's black tires
Cigarette· butts instead of Crispix floating
Like crippled German battleships
Suffering from the attentions of His Majesty's
Royal Navy.
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THE DOCTORAL STUDENTS COUNCIL
By Siluia Riuero, DSC Co-Chair for Student Affairs
tudents are the center of graduate life and the
Doctoral Students Council, being your student
government at the Graduate Center, plays a central role in the development of graduate commu-

is an important contributor to the Travel and Research
Fund, which is dedicated to supporting students' travel
In line with its goals, the DSC offers the following and research expenses. In order to apply for this funding,
services:
you should get an application from the Doctoral Students
nity life.
Departmental Allocations: The students of each GC Council or from the Provost's Office.
Graduate life involves a lot more than taking cours- Academic Program are entitled to between $150 and $250
Movie Tickets: Students can purchase up to 10 movie
es, writing papers and studying material; it also involves each semester depending on the number of students tickets at a time for just $5 each with a check or money
commitment to the Graduate community through partici- enrolled in their program. A departmental representative order and a valid student ID. These tickets can start being
pation in the Graduate Center institutional life. This expe- elected to the DSC can pick up check request forms in the used 10 days after the movie release upon their submisrience can be as expansive or as limited as you choose it DSC Main Office (Room 5495, Ext. 7888). The represen- sion and a $1 payment at the box office. They can be purto be. We would like to encourage you to get involved in tative must bring receipts for the money spent during the chased in the main DSC office (Room 5495).
your community at the Graduate Center, as an incredibly pre\;ious semester in order to receive another allocation.
Wellness Center: The DSC contributes $50,000 per
valuable part of your experience as a student.
After the money is spent for each semester, receipts must year to the Wellness Center to secure the services of Mary
Use all the channels of participation within this com- be turned in to the Co-chair for Business, Andis Kwan Clancy, our Nurse Practitioner (ext.# 7020). Current stumunity: become a valuable member of your program by (Room 5499, ext. 7892, mailbox at the DSC Main Room dents can use these services without cost. All medical lab
actively making your voice heard in its committees, par- # 5495). These allocations are meant for students in each tests are subsidized by the DSC so when students receive
ticipate in Graduate student government by communicat- department to use towards student-oriented activities like their lab bills, they merely pay 10 percent of the total and
ing with your program representative, become a repre- a party, a journal subscription, a workshop, a publication, take the bill to the Wellness Center to process. Mary
sentative yourself or run for a position in the student gov- etc. Qn1x. students should make the decision on how to Clancy can prescribe medication and offer referrals to
emment, represent your program as a member of the allocate this money.
Mount Sinai for sliding· scale treatment for the services
Graduate Council and/or it committees, participate in one
Orga~izations chartered by the DSC: In order to fos- she cannot provide. Psychological counseling (up to 16
of the student organizations chartered by the Doctoral ter community and facilitate communication and activi- free sessions) and adult development workshops are also
Students Council, become a Graduate Center delegate to ties among and between the GSUC student body, the DSC available through the Wellness Center (ext. # 751 O).
University Student Senate.
charters organizations like the Black Students Alliance
DSC Parties: One of our most important ~ervices to
We have done a lot; there is still a lot for us to accom- (BSA), The Latino and Latin American Students students is to offer them a space and time for putting away
plish. And it would be great to share this work and intel- Association (AELLA), QUNY (The Gay, Lesbian, the books, forgetting about orals and exams, and
lectual exchange (and fun!) with you. We invite you to Bisexual, Transgendered.and Queer Student Group), etc. RELAXING. At our parties, we offer hot food, beer,
~~~i!.,.our w~ces on the ·fifth floor, to co!!1,!}0 the DSC ~~y ~roup, of s-~~~t~.:~1!,.~~£?'.!? c~~!°1;.1"_'1.?., ~~:n~za; _ ,wi~e, music,. aqp d1a2~ ~ t!J:!. ~1l_anc~'lJ!!e~t,a_rJd
-space;:t'hat isyour
to'Jook-for informatfon:'on th"ei"'"""t1Qn-,,:9"'stibm1ttmg a statement of'purpose, a constitution, socialize with people in and outside of your departments.
benefits you can get through the DSC, to interact with and a petition with 20 signatures from students in at least We throw three parties each academic year, at the beginother students in our Social Lounge, to study and work on three different disciplines.
ning of the Fall semester, at the December holiday recess,
projects in our Study Lounge. We invite you to be an
Organizations chartered by the DSC receive $250 and at the end of the Spring semester. We hope to see you
active part of our student community, to voice your opin- each semester for expenses to conduct events, invite there!
ion, to take action. We encourage you to become the DSC speakers; or organize socials. After being active for at
Coffee Hours: On announced dates the DSC offers
and, through your action, shape it and strengthen it, so least three semesters, these organizations also receive coffee hours, during which students come to the DSC
that it goes on serving students' best interests.
office space equipped with a telephone and computer. Social Lounge and spend some time in the company of
With this purpose, we would like to inform you on Contact the Co-chair for Student Affairs, Silvia Rivero fellow s1!Jdents from other programs while having a good
the present structure of the Doctoral Students Council, the (Room 5493, ext. 7881) for more information on this. See cup of coffee (for free!) (Check the DSC glass cabinets on
services it provides to students and the way you can par- below for the complete list of organizations chartered by each floor for announcements!)
ticipate in it.
the DSC.
DSC Social Lounge and DSC Study Room: All stuThe Advocate: In order to provide students with an dents can access the two DSC lounges on the 5th Floor.
important tool of communication at the GC, the DSC sub- These lounges are for the exclusive use of students. The
MISSION
sidizes the Advocate, your student paper. ALL students Social Lounge (Room 5414) provides a relaxed environThe DSC's mission is to foster a sense of communi- are encouraged to submit articles to the editor, Mark ment where students interact on a social basis. The
ty among GC students, develop channels of communica- Petras (Room 5396, ext. 7882). For each article pub- Working Lounge (Room 5409) is more amenable to holdtion among graduate students, undergraduates, faculty, lished, students receive $50. Articles can cover current ing more formal meetings or for studying and interacting
staff, and the administration of the GC, generate a space political events, GC issues, movie and music reviews, etc. on work projects. Both lounges are connected by a pantry
of discussion on GC issues, project the students' voice in
The Adjunct Project: If you are a CUNY GC Adjunct equipped with a microwave, a refrigerator and a sink. We
Graduate Center affairs, and provide students with valu- or Graduate Teaching Fellow (GTF), this project is of the want to encourage students to utilize these spaces. These
able resources for advancing their professional careers utmost importance. The Adjunct Project is a project of are YOUR spaces. You can come any time: the doors
and enjoying their personal time.
the Doctoral Students Council that was created to inform · remain unlocked for you. Later this semester we aim to
and advocate on behalf of the CUNY GC Adjuncts and offer movie nights and other events to bring students to
THE STRUCTURE OF THE DSC
Graduate Teaching Fellows (GTFs). Let's raise our issues the lounges.
Room Reservations: The following rooms are under
The DSC is the student representative governing in the union! Contact Kristen or Mark at ext. 7890, 7891,
room
5398
for
more
information.
the
Doctoral
Students Council's direct administration:
body of the GC. It is composed of beth departmental repCuitural Affairs: Funding for cultural affairs is availRoom
5414
(The Robert Gilleece. Students Social
resentatives - students who represent their own academic
able to individual students, departmental organizations, Lounge)
programs - and At-large Representatives - students who
organizations chartered by the DSC, and ad hoc groups of
Room 5409 (The Robert Gilleece Doctoral Students
represent the GC student body as a whole. Pubjic
the Graduate Center. These grants are made for the pur- Study Room)
Plenaries attended by all representatives are held each
poses of publishing cultural and academic materials or
Room 5489 (Conference Room)
month.
conducting cultural events that are open to all GC stuThese
rooms are for the exclusive use of organizaThe governing structure of the DSC consists of three
dents. ln order to apply for the Cultural Affairs grant you tions chartered by the DSC and students in general and co-chairs who make up the Executive Committee (Silvia
must submit a proposal (estimated budget included), meant to provide a space where activities organized ~ - :::i
Rivero, Co-Chair for Student Affairs; Andis Kwan, Cowhich will be evaluated by the DSC Cultural Affairs students for students can take place.
chair for Busi1;1ess; and Charlyn Hilliman, Co-Chair for
Committee. For guidelines and submission of proposals
In order to reserve a DSC room students should go to
Communica!ions), and the Steering Committee made up
contact the Co-chair for Student Affairs, Silvia Rivero the Main DSC Room (#5495) and fi!! out one of the forms.~=
of six students elected by the DSC. To join the DSC, stu(Room 5493, ext. 7881).
available for this purpose. Then leave it in the Co-Chair _ dents are elected by the student body and their departTravel and Research: The Doctoral Students Council for Finance, Andis Kwan's mailbox.
,..,
ments during the Spring semester.
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SWDENT ORGANIZATIONS CHARTERED B\' THE DOCTORAL
STUDENTS COUNCIL:
CHARTERED ORGANIZATIONS ARE FORMED BY GC S,:UDENTS FROM DIFFERENT PROGRAMS GATHERED AROUND ACOMMON IDEA. T'HEY REFLECT THE STUDENT BODY DIVERSITY AND CONTRIBUTE TO BUILDING COMMUNITY AMONG STUDENTS.

MILITARISM:, ENVIRONM:ENT DESTRUCTION, Alll'"D
THE BENEFITS (TO SOME) OF SOILING

OUR NEST

By Josh Little

e live in a world of hurt, much of it indirect.
Our environment is being trashed, the poisons
are flowing through us, and we are told it's up
to us individually whether we live on a green
ORGANIZATION
Room# Extension#
Earth. The good news is that because of hard-working social
AELLA (LATINO & LATIN-AMERICAN STUDENTS Assoc)
5496
7866, 7867
movements, it is now fashionable to be concerned about how
AFRICA RESEARCH GROUP
5490
7872, 7873
BLACK STUDENT ALLIANCE (BSA)
industry messes up rivers, and governments spread uranium
5486
7876, 7877
into the ground. It is now hard to hear anyone laughing when
CARITAS
5395
7856, 7857
CHINESE STUDENTS ORGANIZATION
somebody mentions that the majority of the world's scientists
5390
7850, 7851
CUNY AMERICANISTS
say we are cooking the Earth.
DSA I DEMOCRATIC SOCIALISTS OF AMERICA AT CUNY
The other good news is that governments around the
5494
7868, 7869
FEMINIST STUDIES GROUP
world respond to pressure from below, sometimes reforming
5497
7864, 7865
GLOBAL STUDIES COLLECTIVE
our relationship to nature. Capitalist governments will never
5488
7874, 7875
INTERNATIONAL SOCIALISTS ORGANIZATION
solve the environmental problem, but they respond nicely to
5388
7846, 7847
KOREAN STUDENT ASSOCIATION
having their streets clogged with protesters. Some countries
5394
7854, 7855
L'ATELIER
have dramatically turned away from dependence on chemicals
5389
7848, 7849
PEARLE KlBRE MEDIEVAL STUDY
and unsustainable agriculture. Cuba, in order to survive U.S.
5397
7858, 7859
QUNY/GAY, LESBIAN, BISEX., TRANSGEND
economic strangulation after losing USSR agricultural sup5498
7862, 7863
& QUEER STUDENT GROUP
port, turned its food production to more natural and less chemSPTSA/SOCIAL & POL. THEORY STUDENTS Assoc.
ical-bound processes. The result has- been a flourishing food5492
7870, 7871.
TAIWANESE STUDENTS ORGANIZATION
production sector.
5392
7852, 7853
THE BIOLOGY GRADUATE STUDENT ORGANIZATION
7860, 7861
The bad news is that industry, government, and media
5399
TURKISH STUDENTS ASSOCIATION
7878
keep up a deafening chant that protecting nature and the
5391
HOLA (HISPANIC ORGANIZATION FOR LITERATURE AND ARTS)
human beings who live in it is bad for the economy. -We are
TwENTIETH CENTURY STUDIES GROUP
told by authoritative talking heads that if we just let "the marPOSTCOLONIAL STUDIES GROUP
ket" (i.e. owners) run free, we will have shiny products and
JOB PLACEMENT CLUB
friendly services and clean air and pure water. It's not true.
AFRICANA STUDIES GROUP
What seems normal to us now, that companies are able to
(
stress and poison their workers and the land, will someday
make history students shake their heads: "They must have
ROOM#
ExT. #
ROOM #
EXT. #
been nuts."
MAI!", DS.c;. OFFIC§.. _ ~ 5495
7888
DSC CONFERENCE ROOM
5489
My pµrpose in this ess.ay is to connect our environmenta\
DSC SOCIAL LOUNGE -,5~4Lll44--::-:------..,...HrriErArnD~VOC~A~-------","'t1'm"-"'nr.i:rr'....__.,_."tri!M'rm!ltltJrfftn,nei'r'ff-the~~ngS"Of:,out-o't.lJ'loWOrJ.d,.mi}--.,.-..•
DSC STUDY ROOM
5409
THE ADJUNCT PROJECT
5398
7890, 7891
itarism. Both are caused by the same socio-economic process,
and (duh!) they are connected issues. The socio-economic
process driving our environmental and military troubles is
EXT.#
ROOM#
DSC EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE:
inequality in its present-day form of capitalism. Our produc5493
7881
CO-CHAIR FOR STUDENT AFFAIRS: SILVIA RIVERO (LINGUISTICS)
tion system trashes the environment by the way it produces
5491
7879
Co-CHAIR FOR COMMUNICATION: CHARLYN HILLIMAN (CRIMINAL JUSTICE)
consumer goods. Our production system also underpins the
5499
7892
Co-CHAIR FOR BUSINESS: CHJ-Tl.;NG (ANDIS) KWAN (COMPUTER SCIENCE)
political structure, which uses violence and threat to maintain
our production system.
THE DSC STEERING C0Ml\11TTEE (ROOM # 5495, EXT. # 7888): MICHELLE RONDA (SOCIOLOGY), TRACY
The power to arrange the economy so that a few get very
STEFFY (POLITICAL SCIENCE), DYLAN TURNER (ANTHROPOLOGY), ANDREW LIBBY (COMPARATIVE LITERATURE), lAN
MALONEY (ENGLISH), ANGUS JOHNSTON (HISTORY).
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continued on next page

CHILDCARE CENTER:

A YEAR LATER
By Linda Perrotta
In response to questions from the Advocate, Linda
Perrotta, director of the childcare center at the
Graduate Center, wrote the following.
ast year the childcare center was fully enrolled.
Throughout-the year, we 'Served 27 children
and families. The center is fully ~nrolled for
fall 200 l, and we plan to serve approximately
the same number of children. All of the new children and
their families were invited to attend a special "Welcome
Party" in June. Most of the families were able to attend,
and the children and their parents had a wonderful time
getting acquainted with the center and each other.
We expect that the enrollment will continue to stay
the same since we are operating at full capacity. The current fee for use of the center is $14 per day, which is $70
per week. This is a slight increase from last year when
parents paid $10 for a half-day, $45 for five half-days,
$14 for a full day and $60 for a full week. We were
forced to increase the fee dµe t<? a budget deficit. The

L

parents also plan to initiate several fundraising events in
order raise needed money to operate a quality program.
The center adheres to the policy established by
CUNY central, which is that all CUNY campus-based
childcare programs receiving funding from the state
higher education budget for CUNY childcare only serve
children of students.
Last summer, I wrote a propo~al and received funding to renovate the childcare center's indoor playroom.
The renovations were completed in June, and hopefully,
when the children return in the fall, they,,,will enjoy a
more complex play experience and challenging environment in the playroom.
•
However, providing outdoor play for the children
continues to be a challenge for us. We have still not been
able to find a suitable outdoor playground within close
proximity of the Graduate Center. As an alternative solution, we decided to contract with a bus compa..'ly during
the month·of June, to transport the children to and from
a local park (19th St and 2nd Ave). It was quite beneficial for the children to have the opportunity to exercise
their muscles outdoors and get some fresh air.
Unfortunately, our present budget will not allow us to
continue to do this year-round.
John Flaherty, Director of Security, has worked
closely with the childcare center staff and parents to
develop and implement a thoughtful and thorough security plan. Additionally, a new state-of-t~e art security

system was installed in the childcare center last spring.
Mr. Flaherty generously gave of his time to accompany
the children and staff on all fire drills, which were conducted monthly.
On average, we have approximately 10 to 16 children ,on-site in the center at any given time. In addition
to the five members of the teaching staff, three 'graduate
students from the Department · of Developmental
Psychology work part-time in the classrooms. Two
additional graduate students cover the reception desk.
Therefore, we have found that we have ample staff coverage during fire drills.
This has been an exciting tjrst year in the childcai:,e
center. The center's curriculum reflects the belief that
children learn about themselves and their world through
play and exploration. Not surprisingly,..the children in
the age '4 and 5 class became interested in the Empire
State Building. Therefore, we took several class trips
there-so the children could explore as much of the building as possible. This resulted in a class book, as well as
many attempts to re-create the Empire State Building
during block play. Throughout the year the children
flourished as they experimented with possibilities, dictated creative stories, established friendships, and enthusiastically embraced their world. We look forward to
supporting the children's love of learning and to contributing to their growth and development in the new
school year al}e,ad.
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MILITARISM, tNVIRONMENT DESTRUCTION, AND THE BENEFITS (TO SOME)

iii]

OF SOILING OUR NEST

---

rich from industries that stress, maim, and poison millions of people is partly maintained by
militarism. Militarism and war are also the
result of unequal access to power and natural
resources. The socio-economic structure we
live in is based on a vicious circle of unequal
power supported by violence, which in tum
supports inequality. It's a big nasty tangle. And
even those of us who feel untouched by all this
are threatened by toxic food, air and water.
If a few powerful people, sometimes called
the ruling class, didn't make money off all this,
it would change immediately. In a word, it's the
system. As Monthly Review magazine put it in
1989: "The purpose of capitalist enterprise has
always been to maximize profit, never to service social needs."
Both the environmental crisis and military
policy involve "structural," or indirect, violence. Examples of structural violence are
oppression, inequality, preventable disease,
exploitation, prioritizing military over social
spending. Obviously, the making of war is not
just structural violence; it is also direct violence.
But the polluting-production process
behind building weapons, and the militarist
intellectual priorities resulting from military use
of our university system, are part of the structural violence of the U.S. military machine. The
similarities in the way that civilian and military
p~~~s are strikjng. Both the wa
the environment is treated and the use of
weapons are about power.
In the case of the economy, large corporations have power over the employee at the job,
and they have the power to pollute without getting punished. It is a measure of the power of
corporations that destroying the environment
and sickening people with dangerous products
is still usually viewed as an economic "externality." That is, the costs of doing those bad
things are left out of the calculation of the costs
and benefits of doing business.
GE recently spent many millions of dollars
to avoid being forced to clean their PCBs from
the Hudson River. The structural violence of
dumping their chemicals is, not surprisingly,
proving to be a hard crime to punish. We can be
sure that neither politicians nor GE are interested in doing the job correctly, and people have
been and will be hurt by that fact.
Part of the structural violence against the
environment is wiping out environmental protection laws. In 1997, using NAFTA provisions, the U.S.-based Ethyl Corporation sued
Canada
for
banning
trade
of
Methylcyclopentadienyl
Manganese
Tricarbonyl (MMT), a toxic gas additive.
MMT is suspected of causing brain damage in
children, and is a proven neurotoxin. The
NAFTA tribunal ruled that Canada would have
to pay Ethyl $13 million to address Ethyl's
claim that the ban was "indirectly expropriating
their anticipated profits." So big corporations
suffer from indirect violence too. Excuse ine
while ! cry into my hanky.
It takes power to hurt lots of people and get
away with it. City gangs and the Mafia are
punks compared to major U.S. corporations. A
1978 study by the U.S. National Institute of
Environmental Health Sciences estimated that
15 percent of cancers started in the work environment.

A hot environmentai topic these days is biotechnoiogy, an
industry where we see more examples of priorities on profit,
not human needs. The biotechnology industry claims that
genetic engineering will lead to more food, which will solve
world hunger. Hunger is not due to inadequate food production.
As Mittal and Rosset of Food First explain: "Enough food
is already available to provide at least 4.3 pounds of food per
person a day worldwide." Genetic engineering is being used to
control food production so that, for example, a genetic trait can
be turned on or off only by a proprietary chemical. There are
also unpredictable cross-pollination and mutation dangers
already arising from genetic engineering.
On the military side of the coin, the connection to the environment gets weird, because the pressure to use anything as a
weapon includes the environment. For example, as one U.S.
military officer explained: "Weather modification offers the
war-fighter a wide-range of possible options to defeat or coerce
an adversary."
Another example of using the environment as a weapon is
the policy, officially denied, of using conventional bombs to
destroy chemical plants, thereby launching a chemical warfare
attack on a population. The U.S. did this in Yugoslavia, where
a petrochemical complex in the city of Pancevo was bombed
for almost three months. The LA Times reported in 1999: "The
ground in and around Pancevo is
saturated with ammonia, mercury,
naptha, acids, dioxins, and other
toxins that leaked and burned out
of the factories ... " The plants
were built by American companies so the U.S. knew the !ants

have a pretty glove on. This performs the service of keeping
most people in poor countries low-paid and, well, poor. The
western policies of depending on and controlling nonrenewable
energy resources are a major cause of current wars in Asia.
Here is an example of the real budget priorities from an
excellent peace group called The Arms Trade Resource Center:
"The National Priorities Project has analyzed the Fiscal Year
2002 military budget to figure out how much taxpayers in each
state will pay for the $7.5 billion increase in spending on missile defense that Bush wants to add. Tax payers in New York
will pay a whopping $460 million for missile defense in 2002.
All of a sudden that $300 check I got from the" IRS looks pretty piddly."
The daily propaganda about the urgency of ignoring
human and environmental needs is hard to notice because it is
so prevalent. We are taught that the mortality of the individual
is the key to the morality of the society. This ignores the fact
that the world economy is a "treadmill of production" that is
not designed to preserve our planet, but to make a quick buck
by manipulating needs. The story_ is ugly, but the very intensity of the government response to protests against capitalist
globalization indicates that our rulers are vulnerable, and that
there is an alternate, humane way to organize our society.
(for references, contact the editor.)

.,.

were there.

We can also point to the routine massive preparations for war
and their effect on the home population. One of the largest effects
is the pollution caused by military
production of chemical and
nuclear
devices,
including
weapons. As you know, there are
numerous documented ~ases of
soldiers, weapons-plant workers,
and residents near military facilities getting high rates of cancer
and other diseases. After decades
of nuclear-bomb production
killing people, the U.S. recently
announced it will pay people who
suffered. It's hard to imagine a
check from the government bringing relatives and friends back.
The arms trade is an example
of structural violence. More than
half of the 50 nations that sold
weapons to Iran or Iraq during
their 1980s war sold weapons to
both sides. That is the indirect
violence of promoting and benefiting from war which makes war
that much more likely and
destructive.
It is easy to show that our
economy is oriented toward
destruction. Huge portions of our
tax dollars are spent on weapons
(from handguns to nuclear
bombs), and repression (from spy
cameras at work to prisons). Half
the government budget goes to
pay for past, current, and future
wars. Massive amounts are spent
on repression abroad, where the
iron fist of capitalism doesn't
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By Andrew Kennis
----- --

D

uring the recent G8 summit in Genoa, a
meeting where leaders of the seven economically strongest countries in the world
(as well as Russia) gathered to discuss
economic and security issues, there were protests with
some 300,000 people in attendance. The much lower
figure of I 00,000 was the Italian government's official count of protesters. The U.S. mainstream press
reported the lower figure.
It was far from only inaccurate attendance figures that the U.S. corporate media had problems with
in its coverage of the summit and the accompanying
protests. Both in terms of coverage of the issues and
coverage of the police violence that surrounded the
protests, reporting was incomplete, inaccurate and
often based only on official government sources.

how the World Bank helped "developing nations by incurred by a government without the
providing debt relief and outright grants."
informed consent of its people, and one that is
While that represents the outer boundaries of not used in the legitimate interest of the State."
thinkable thought in the mainstream media, critical The doctrine founds its first application when
scholarship reflecting a far different reality is effec- the U.S. cancelled Cuba's debt to its colonizer,

DEBT RELIEF

By any reasonable standard, third world debt and
the struggle for its cancellation is a major reason
why protesters turned out in mass numbers. Despite
massive efforts by international human rights groups
such as Jubilee 2000, goals for debt cancellation
have been largely unreached with only marginal
gains being achieveo in recent years.
Such marginal gams and subsequent lost opportunities have in no small part been the responsibility
of the G8, which by and large are the creditors of the
institutions that do the lending to the countries of the
south who are suppo~edly '•in debt" to the northern
countrk'> that have e1th~r coloni7ed and/or exploited
their rc!>nurces for centuric!>.
To he <;ure, third \\orld deht i~ no minor i~-,uc. As
a report from one of the many Jesuit conferences in
Latin America put it, debt relief is not "a issue, it is
the issue." It is a common position, held by Jubilee
2000 for instance, that debt cancellation alone could
even eradicate world hunger.
As has been often the case though with coverage
of globalization, Americans were left clueless about
this important issue as none of the three major U.S.
TV networks even had the phrase "debt relief' in any
of their reports surrounding the days of the protests
against the GS summit. So it is impossible to even
analyze their coverage of the issues on the major networks, as they simply did not cover them.
One has to go to the print media and radio to
even find the issue mentioned, and a search has to be
made for "debt relief," not "debt cancellation" (the
latter phrase is just beyond the political boundaries
of acceptable debate in mainstream media).
At the far left-liberal end of the spectrum, the
debate extends as far as to whether or not the World
Bank should give grants, as opposed to loans. This
was the case on a G8 preview show of the "Talk of the
Nation" radio program, which is aired on the National
Public Radio network. On July 19, the host of the program, Juan Williams, introduced his interview with
the chief economist of the World Bank as being about
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tively off the charts for the corporate and mainstream
press.
In her study of third world debt, Patricia Adams
has researched the international legal doctrine of
"odious debt." Early in the century, Adams points out,
"odious debt" was defined as "any debt that has been

ii

Spain, at the end of the 19th century. In her
studies, Adams found that up to 80 percent of
existing "third world debt" could be considered "odious," and therefore, invalid.
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Again though, such scholarship and con,. their charges dropped.
got it." Hines concluded his article by sayihg that the
cepts are not granted entry to the narrow specThe Guardian report further reveals that "an inte- groups composed of anti-third-world debt and antitrum of allowabie thought in the mainstream rior ministry source admitted that the raid had turned
corporate-globalization activists are a "circus" that
media.
into a revenge attack by police venting their frustra- "now has one less clown."
When debt relief was mentioned in the tion." The Guardian, of course, is part of the foreign
Hines, much less most other commentators in the
print media, it was mentioned quite inaccurate- media. Coverage from the U.S. mainstream media, as
mainstream press, never thought to ask some basic
ly, such as in the following manner in a Time is so often the case in comparison with the foreign questions:
magazine article (July 30):
media, was quite a different story.
Why were the police armed despite official Italian
"At the G-8 meeting of 1998 in
Instead of being a "bloadsoaked raid" that had government promises to the contrary? And, why the
Birmingham, England, and the one a year later people "carried out in stretchers" in what was a
need for the huge militarization of the city (aptly
in Cologne, Germany, a [large] crowd - many "revenge attack by police venting their frustration,"
described in the corporate press, but never explained)
of whose members had been recruited in CNN suggested on July 22 that the raid was a legitito prevent a few bank windows from being smashed?
churches - ... argued peaceably for a reduc- mate police response, as it "came after riot police
In Time, the largest national circulating magazine
tion of the debts owed by the
in the U.S., an equally
world's poorest nations. In
harsh judgment was given
very large measure, that : ,
to Giuliani's death (July
campaign has been won."
30):
....
The campaign was actu"One man died in
ally for debt cancellation,
Genoa; a man, we must
not for debt relief. But again,
presume, who was swayed
that phrase is unmentionable #'
by the false promise that
in the corporate media.
violence-not
peaceful
Perhaps that is the explanaprotest,
not
participation
in
111'4 ~ ~
tion for why the author
the democratic process-is
wrongly thought the camt
,,
'lo
,
/
..,.;
the best way to advance a
paign was "in very large
(
\,,
~ ,,, · political cause. It is not too
measure ... won."
~
\
much to hope that the next
In fact, the campaign is
i"
•
~
)
"
time
his friends stoop to
far from over and debt-can...
pick
up
a cobblestone, they
cellation groups such as "50 ~
/., "'l!
,
<:J
,:i,
will remember a lesson
Years is Enough" joined
,
~
'
~~
learned when plows first
with over 700 social groups
,.:. J.
o,.~ ".. .,.,., ,
.,
•l
broke the Mesopotamian
and organizations in the
~ - \i· ",.,
-1.""·......,._,.__e_a_rt....,h~1: ~eap wh;t ~ : .
umbrella protest coatitton~ · · ·.. _..:;.•-::-:!';Jrtirtl ,;,~·
~
'li"F
SOW.
organized against the G8
,,,., ...
0
,,y
.,,
1,;
, ,,
"JI'
·~
"
;,::
There is no evidence
summit - called the Genoa
11 o
4:,
1i, ~.
i
,
that
Giuliani participated
~
II
w
Social
Forum
(GSF).
.,,
in the property destruction
Members of the GSF coalithat occurred during the
tion all had agreed to pledges
protests; the only thing we
of non-violence, but that did not stop a violent launched canisters of tear gas at about 2,000 protestknow for sure is that he picked up a fire extinguisher
police raid against the group. During the first ers trying to breach a safety perimeter on Saturday
that was thrown from the car of the carabinieri.
hours of the day on July 22, police raided a afternoon." All the gruesome details and independent
That same Time article reported that "The death in
space shared by the GSF and a group called the sources present in the Guardian were prominently
Genoa is the first fatality in the wave of riots that have
Independent Media Center.(IMC)
absent from the CNN report.
touched three continents since the meeting of the
We cannot analyze the merits of what ABC World World Trade Organization in Seattle in 1999."
POLICE RAID
News Tonight reported, as it did not report the raid at Virtually the same sentiment was echoed in the Los
The most horrific event during the protests all. CBS Evening News (July 22) only mentioned it in Angeles Times (July 22) and many other papers.
A commentary in the Guardian, however, points
against the G8 summit in Italy was the death of passing, in a report by John Roberts who said that
one of the protesters. However, the violent although ''the tactics were heavy-handed, . . . the to the baseless nature of such assertions, as Katherine
streets were quiet today."
Ainger noted on July 23:
police raid on the two school buildings that
"The members of the Landless Movement of
hosted the Genoa Social Forum and the
DEAD PROTESTER
Brazil (MST) could tell you that Carlo Giuliani, the
Independent Media Center ranks pretty close.
The London Guardian described the grueCarlo Giuliani was a 23-year-old son of a union young man shot dead as he protested at the G8 sumsome results of the "bloodsoaked raid," when activist who went to Genoa to protest the 08 summit. mit, is not the first casualty of the movement chalit reported that "200 police officers" brutally He was not armed during the protests. However, lenging neoliberal globalisation around the world.
attacked journalists from the IMC, as well as apparently because he picked up a fire extinguisher The MST suffer ongoing persecution for their camsleeping members of the GSF. "More than a that was thrown out of the car of the carabinieri (the paign for land reform in Brazil, their opposition to the
dozen of the 93 people arrested were carried Italian military force that was part of the policing World Bank's programme of market-led land reform
out on stretchers," the report continues, appar- forces during the G8), he was killed by an officer in and to the corporate control of agriculture through
ently revealing how it was effectively illegal to the car. According to Italian magistrates, the officer patents on seed. Recently three students protesting
against World Bank privatisation were shot in Port
be an independent journalist in Italy during the was a 20-year-old conscript.
G8 summit.
Despite this tragic and seemingly unjustifiable Moresby, Papua New Guinea. Young men fighting
Several reports from the IMC stated that in death, reports and commentators in the corporate World Bank-imposed water privatisation have been
addition to the arrests and the violence, the press had some harsh reactions to, and dubious pre- tortured and killed in Cocha-bamba, Bolivia."
Thus, whether covering the issues of the G8 sumpolice trashed the IMC offices and confiscated sumptions about, the grisly murder.
files and expensive high-tech equipment, hinIn The Houston Chronicle, the largest circulating mit or the details of what violence occurred in Genoa,
the U.S. corporate media again have demonstrated
dering effective documentation of the police daily in Texas, Craig Hines wrote:
violence both inside and outside the building.
"Excuse me if I don't mourn for the young man their inability to accurately report an important interIn a familiar story for arrests at globaliza- who was shot dead by police during the economic national event that has implications for people all over
tion protests, all but one of those arrested had summit. It was tragic, but he was asking for it, and he the world.
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By Andrew Kennis
--------------------------------------------- - - -uring this past March and April, leaders from the
rebel indigenous group the National Zapatista
Liberation Army (EZLN or the Zapatistas) made
a historic trip from Chiapas throughout a dozen
states in Mexico, ending with a stop in Mexico City that
attracted close to half a million people in attendance.
Following this historic trip, the EZLN received narrow
approval to make addresses to Congress for one day (speeches that the National Action Party would boycott).
It was during this time that achieving a peace settlement
between the EZLN and the Federal government seemed
closer than ever before. Ironically, however, it was no more
than a month after the end of the caravan and the addresses
to Congress that a very different situation developed, where
recent government measures, according to some commentators and public officials, provided "an ultimatum for war."
How did the prospects for peace
change so quickly? A number of governmental developments - apparently illegal in
more than one way - were undertaken
despite widespread popular opposition.
Such opposition was particularly found
from the people and the states who will be
most affected by the legislation - the
indigenous communities themselves, predominantly in the southern part of Mexico.
Such developments came in the wake of the
Zapatista caravan and were in response to
Zapatista demands therein.
The purpose of the caravan this past
spring was to publicize and gamer public
suppo_rt for Jht p!:£:.£2!l.d!,tt2..
e EZLN
had been demanding for the renewal of
peace negotiations: the withdrawal of
Mexican armed forces from seven·key mil- itary bases in Chiapas (over 250 other
bases, however, would remain intact); the
release of all Zapatista political prisoners; •
and the passage into law of the
Commission for Concordance and
Pacification (COCOPA) provisions that
would implement the San Andres accords.
In what probably came as a direct result of the impressive show of support for the Zapatistas, one of the demands
was fulfilled while the other has been mostly met. President
Fox has indeed closed down all seven military bases
(although another one was created in Patihuitz, a location
close to one of the seven shut-down bases). As for the
Zapatista political prisoners, not all have been released, but
only nin_e prisoners remain where well over a hundred had
been imprisoned before the caravan.
Nevertheless, the one demand that has been the most
elusive to implement throughout the Zapatistas' existence
has been the.implementation of the San Andres accords. The
history of the accords, including developments over the past
few months, has been quite a volatile one.
The San Andres accords were a set of agreements that
both the Mexican Federal government and the Zapatistas
agreed to in i 996. The specifics on how 'the accords could
be implemented were provided by the recommendations of
the COCOPA commission (the commission is composed of
legislators from the different parties in the Mexican
Congress). The COCOPA provisions were approved by the
Zapatistas but were vetoed by then-President Ernesto Zedillo
and were never brought before the legislature. Zedillo's veto
came despite the fact that his administration had signed the
accords with the Zapatistas. Therefore, the accords were
agreed to, but had no provisions for implementation.
Fox re-introduced the COCOPA provisions into
Congress as one of the 'first acts of his Presidency this past
December. The Zapatistas' demand was clear: the provisions
for implementation· of the San Andres accords must be
passed without change. That demand was not met, however,
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which goes far to explain how peace prospects have changed
dramatically in the course of just a few months.
"INDIGENOUS RIGHTS LAW"

In mid-April, senator Manuel Bartlett (of the
Institutional Revolutionary Party T PRI) and Diego
Fernandez de Cevallos (of the National Action Party - PAN
- which is also the party of President Fox) authored and subsequently successfully passed a gutted version of the
COCOPA provisions.
Rather than officially·recognize indigenous autonomy in
the Mexican federal constitution, the "indigenous law"
passed by Congress gives up this responsibility to local
states. Such an action is 2roblematic, in that it prevents
autonomy for the many indigenous groups whose territory

"do it again." Sodi de Tijera suggested that the
changes made to the indigenous law - and the indigenous law itself - simply were not that important,
since "Indian peoples practically do not exist" today,
and among those who do, very few are organized in
just a handful of ~'small communities."
Whatever the motive for the PRO in the Senate,
the PRO's bench in the Chamber of Deputies (the
other Congressional body in Mexico) did not accede
to such thinking and voted unanimously against the
gutted legislation (along with three Workers Party
deputies and five PRI deputies from the southern and
highly indigenous populated state of Oaxaca).
Nevertheless, the Chamber still passed the legislation on April 28, as the PAN unanimously voted
along with many PRI deputies in favor of the law
(the final vote count was 386-60).
Because the legislation was a confl stitutional amendment, a majority of
the respective Mexican state legislatures had to approve the law as well.
Immediately
following
the
Congressional approval though, denunciations of the law came from a range
of different sources.
Strong opposition to the transformed indigenous law came from a
wide range of groups and individuals,
il).cluding public officials, religious
leaders, a number of indigenous
groups, civil society and of course, the
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_ EZLN.
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comprises different states, such as is often the case in southern Mexico.
For decades, the resources (hydro-electric power, oil
and wood are prominent examples) of indigenous lands were
exploited by ·non-natives and often sent to Mexico City,
without benefits bestowed to the people who live in such territories. The gutted legislation made sure that this problem
was not addressed, by omitting the right of the indigenous
peo,ple.s~ to the collective use and enjoyment of the natural
resources fom:;d on their lands and territories, "except under
the'tenns [already]-established by this Constitution."
On April 25th, all four parties in tlie Mexican Senate
unanimously passed what many groups and individuals
would later call a "counterreform." Such a designation is
explained by the fact that the new constitutional reforms
alter or entirely exclude key elements of both the COCO PA
proposal!ffii.o the SanAndres·Accords.
In the ,passage of the tr,ansfo"rmed legislation, somewhat
surprising was that the center-left party, the PRO, voted
unanimously in favor of the bill in the senate. The official
explanation relegated responsibility of the changes to the
PRI and the PAN, with the rationale for voting in favor being
a hope to be able to bring about changes to the legislation in
the future.
Nevertheless, it is arguable that a more accurate explanation for the PRl's senate vote can be found in a statement
from one of its leading senators, Demetrio Sodi de Tijera,
who is a member of the COCOPA commission. When asked
about the extent of his support for the legislation, the senator
staunchly defended his vote in favor of the altered "indigenous law" saying ifpresented;with the opportunity he would

"Ffecror- "Sanchez
L6pez, president of the IndigenousAffairs Commission in the Chamber,
went so far as to call the reform bill "an
ultimatum for war." Former PR!
deputy Enrique Ku Herrera, now the
leader of the Mexican Indigenous
Council, voiced similar sentiments
calling the Senate's actions a "provocation for war" in a request for the Chamber of
Deputies to vote down the transformed law.
Other public officials explained their opposition
based on simple logic and common sense, as the five
PRI deputies who voted against the measure, all
from the highly indigenous populated state of
Oaxaca, did so with the simple argument that "what
good is it to approve a law which the EZLN is not
going to accept?"
The list of opposition from-the sector of society
most affected by the law, the indigenous people
themselves, was not a short one, and included the
National Indigenous Congress (CNI), the National
Plural Indigenous Assembly for Autonomy
(ANIPA), the Yaquis of Sonora, the Guerrero
Council "500 Years of Resistance," and eve~
President Fox's own representative for indigenous
affairs, X6chitl Galvez. The CNI announced it would
be carrying out a series of national mobilizations to
"resjst" the imposition of what it considered a constitutional counterreform on indigenous rights.
The Zapatista response to the changes of the
indigenous rights legislation was strong, as their
communique denounced the passage of the transformed law as a "mockery" of the San Andres
Accords. Rebel spokesperson Subcomandante
Marcos declared that the name of the "indigenous
rights" bill would be better termed' as the
"Constitutional Recognition of the Rights and
Culture of the Landowners and'Racists."
continued on next page
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Meanwhile, the EZLN further announced that
1i1c1, .:,an er mmo Tulija, Saito de Agua-Palenque and the
ns 1a1son with the government,. Fernando Yaflez dren.). There also.Jave been physical and verbal -attacks Tuxtla region will make-a·formal compfaifino "'demanct'our
Mufloz; would~"cornp!Mely suspend liis wor~ as con- againstZapatista support bases and international 'Peace camp rights of access to state institutions ascitizens, as well as our
tact between the EZLN·and the Federal Executive," members, and sabotage against a regional clinic and an rights to take control of matters that affect us directly." Other
groups, including the Network of Community Advocates for
and all subsequent "contact between the Fox govern- autonomous school.
Human Rights, are planning legal challenges as well.
ment and the EZLN," would be halted until "indigeShortly following the controversial manner in which the
nous rights and culture are constitutionally recogSTATE LEGISLATURES FOLLOW SUIT
majority of the state legislatures approved the transformed
nized in accordance with the 'Cocopa initiative."'
As noted above, a majority of the provincial legislatures indigenous rights law, the legislation was also ratified via the
Previous contacts between the EZLN and the government not only occurred with its liaison in Mexico needed to approve the legislation in addition to the Federal PRI-PAN majority in Congress. The "authors" of the law in
City, but also went so far as having meetings with Congress, as it was a constitutional amendment. The states the Congress, senators Bartlett and Fernandez de Cevallos,
public officials in the middle of a rebel zone in did as much, as during the first week of July the total num- pushed the decision through the session of Congress on July
Chiapas. All such contacts were cut off though and ber of states in favor of the measure reached 17 (ratification 18, bypassing regular parliamentary- practice and congresinto the Mexican Constitution required at least 16 of sional norms in Mexico. The irregularities surrounding the
have been as such ever since April.
decision included changing the date it was to be discussed as
In explaining their strong opposition to the leg- Mexico's 31 state legislatures - excepting Mexico City).
Meanwhile, however, the states with the highest respec- well as the order of the day. in Congress. One Mexican newsislation, the EZLN stated that the changed bill "completely ignores the national and international demand tive indigenous populations, Chiapas, Oaxaca and Guerrero paper commented that the decision was made via a kind of
for recognition of indigenous rights and culture .. all rejected the bill. In the case of Guerrero, rejection came Mexican version of fast track.
Meanwhile, former members of the National
and reveals the total divorce between the politicians soon after a June 12 peaceful occupation by the indigenous
group "500 Years of Resistance."
Intermediation Commission (CONAI), responsible for broand popular demands."
The governors of the two highest indigenous populated kering the 1996 San Andres Accords between the Zapatista
"We know what is coming," added Marcos. "A
media campaign against 'Zapatista intransigence,' an states both strongly condemned the legislation throughout its Army and the federal government, issued a sobering report
increase in military pressure, reactivation of the existence, and joined a growing number of individuals and this week on the future of the peace process in Chiapas. The
paramilitary groups, offensive, etc. We've seen this groups who are launching various legal challenges to the group warned that, with the ratification of the "indigenous
film, and we know how it ends Uust ask Mr. amendment. For example, in the state of Morelos, legislators law," there are no short-term conditions for a resumption of
announced that their state constitution requires a qualified dialogue and negotiations, and that the "political transition"
Zedillo). "
Marcos' prediction from the Spring proved to be two-thirds majority to either approve or disapprove any con- in Mexico is ~i~ply not capable of constructing a solid peace
accurate based on increased military presence and stitutional reform measure. The legislators also announced process at th1 s time~
.
.. __ ~- ~ -~-" • _ .• • • "' _
harassment_ il_!. Cqiapas. According. to .recent. human that in fact- Jhey· are-notthe-mrty mf~i;"ifh sucli·~eqmr~- - .Even .wqi:se, they po1J1te,d! out~·1s tfiat,1:he-m~5tffl1ng
rights repoits, the military has returned to its tradi- me~t, and that at least 12 ~f the 26 state Ie~islat~es which sent is that '~p?liti~s is still _not capable of being offered as a
tional helicopter fly-bys and patrols, and also has so far have voted on the indigenous law, not including form of part1c1pat1on and dispute for all sectors and all causes. ~us,_ for variou~, sectors, the rationale for the use of arms
deployed a military convoy into the community of Morelos, did so illegally.
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ANONYMOUS THREATS CAN'T STOP FREE SPEECH
By Mark Petras
n early July I learned of an incident that saddened and
disturbed me.
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While skimming through an Astoria-based publication called The Courier, I came across an editorial
describing how a weekly Queens newspaper known as
The Forum met harassment for printing an investigative
story about city councilman Alfonso Stabile. The article
alleged that Stabile, who serves as president of the Ozone
Howard Little League, had mishandled the organization's
funds.
Shortly after The Forum printed this article the- publisher received a phone call in which the caller threatened: "We're going to shut your paper down. You're
going to pay." The publisher of the paper even went to her
car one day and saw the tires slashed. A week later, she
found her car covered with smashed raw eggs.
Why the need for such conduct? If the aggrieved
party had a legitimate complaint, why did he or she not
write a letter to the editor or an op-ed piece? Or, if the
angered person believed the allegations to be maliciously
false, why did he or she not encourage the councilman to
sue the newspaper for libel? These are the proper ways
for Americans to combat speech or expression they dislike.
Instead, the enraged vandal opted for anonymous
intimidation. How sad. How fruitless a tactic.
I have studied and practiced journalism and I have

PHIL HAN

John Mcloughlin, editor-in-chief of The Forum

come to know that mostjournalists live for exposing corruption and injustice. We do not make vast money; we
report and write because we believe our work can inform
and occasionally right a situation that is wi:,ong. Certainly
it takes more than a threatening phone call or some punctured tires to weaken our resolve. In fact, such acts only
strengthen us.
As the Enlightenment thinke~s articulated, free
speech is a principle that transcends earth and permeates
the universe. You, anonymous vandal and caller, tried to
pick !! fight. J3µt wJiat youJ"a.iLto.t.ealize is.J:hat.)l()u-we~·
not fighting merely one newspaper. You were fighting
The Courier. You were fighting myself and the Advocate.
You were fighting organizations such as the Reporters
Committee for Freedom of the Press and the ACLU. You
were taking on all defenders of free speech. We stand in
solidarity. Transcendentally intertwined. Quiescent.
Unflinching.
We remain steadfast because we know that it has
taken centuries for humankind to advance from a level of
savagery and bellicose ignorance to a plane of education
and peaceful dialogue. We intend to keep writing, investigating, informing and advancing. Actions such as yours
are petty and contrary to such advancement. So please
consider next time before you decide· to engage in such
behavior.
Join us in moving forward.
Rather than backward.
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